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Work Order Risk Prioritisation (WORP) 
using Machine Learning

James Williams, Isogonal EEA Asset Management Forum 2019

WORP Summary

Why is it needed

60,000 assets, 75,000 work orders, and more work orders are being opened 
than are being closed.

WORP

An automated machine learning system that processes the field engineer's 
descriptions, classifies the work order by (asset, component, risk category), 
and predicts a risk rating and cost estimate

What it has enabled

$4-6 million removed from the annual predictive maintenance budget (2019), 
$150 000 saved annually vs. manual process (engineer time), and BI reports 
to assist with financial planning and work order scheduling
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Risk rating
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Based on the likelihood of failure and 
the cost of failure

Relative risk score scaled to 0 - 1000

Categories

Service Performance

Direct Cost

Workplace Safety

Public Safety

Environmental Safety

...uses Transpower's asset criticality 
assessment presented at EEA 2015, 
a dollar value for the cost of failure
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Financial Planning and Scheduling

BI reports of priority group vs. service area for RSM's and SDM's to use for planning

Updated daily
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Feedback and improvements

Types of feedback

General improvements to the system overall

Improving the accuracy and extensibility of the machine learning model

Improving user understanding
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Machine learning accuracy

More detailed asset hierarchy that better represents the real 
world, additional training data, resulting in higher confidence 
in the predicted cluster

Previous model

140 asset specific components

900 clusters

23,000 training examples (labeled work orders)

1,800 comparisons (cluster likelihood of failure)

Updated model

210 asset specific components

1,200 clusters

26,000 training examples (labeled work orders)

3,500 comparisons (cluster likelihood of failure)
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Extensibility

Asset and risk hierarchy

Training

Initial work order cluster examples 20181123

More work order cluster examples 20190214

…

Ranking

Work order cluster likelihood ranking

Criticality

Asset type criticality

Location criticality

Work order criticality

Pricing

Closed work order cost examples 20181123
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Feedback 28,000 work orders have a risk rating between 0 and 100, making it hard to prioritise them individually.

Response This is partly due to incomplete asset specific criticality.

Add a filter to the BI report to flag work orders with incomplete asset specific criticality.

Improve coverage of asset specific criticality.

Feedback Vegetation work orders don't increase in risk rating over time as expected.

Response Interpolate the risk rating based on when the work order was opened or when the vegetation was last trimmed
  relative to the planned start date.

Improving user understanding
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What can go wrong?

Inconsistent or inaccurate work order descriptions result in wrong predictions and an unreliable risk rating

Incomplete or out of date asset specific criticality can underestimate the risk rating
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Future thinking

What next?

Mātai

Mobile application for condition assessment and data collection, 
used to add structured information to work orders as assets are 
inspected.

Lines assets ready

Stations assets development underway

Increase level of detail by recording and transcribing engineer's 
descriptions automatically

Include photos which can be used to check the visual condition, 
risk category
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Extra material
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